Preventing Overdiagnosis of Acetabular Labral "Tears" in 40-Plus-year-old Patients: Shouldn't these be called Labral "Fissures" Instead?
Acetabular labral tears represent a common finding on magnetic resonance imaging of the hip. Labral tears can arise from a multitude of underlying pathological processes or they may be an asymptomatic incidental finding. The prevalence of labral tears and their lack of specificity make this an area vulnerable to potential overdiagnosis. The overdiagnosis of labral tears leads to overtreatment by exposing patients to unnecessary surgeries as well as complications ranging from unsatisfying outcomes to deep venous thrombosis. This risk is compounded by the tabloid popularization of labral surgeries by celebrities such as Lady Gaga, which could potentiate patient perception of a two-tiered level of health care. Following a similar situation with spine nomenclature, one solution to this issue is to reclassify "labral tears" as "labral fissures" in some or all cases to mitigate the acute traumatic connotation of the term "tear."